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Imagine you are surfing the Internet, and you stop at a site where
you could and would like to add or modify something. For instance,
you have a literary reference or link to add. Or you've noticed a typing
error. Perhaps you even have a lengthy article that you'd like to
display on a separate page. So, you just click on the “edit” button,
change everything you wish, add a couple of ideas, confirm it, and
the new page is online immediately! In a history, a listing of the
saved, older versions of the page, you can view previous changes to
the page as well as reverse your entries. If it all was a simple and
transparent experience, you were dealing with a wiki. Wiki technology
enables virtually anyone to completely edit pages without difficulty.
Yet that's not all – anyone can contribute significantly to the
structure of the site, simply by creating new links and adding new
pages. This openness is the innovative and amazing aspect of wikis.
The title of a book puts it in a nutshell: The Wiki Way. Quick Collaboration
on the Web.

Wikis are downright fascinating tools. It has never been so easy
to become a “correspondent” on the Internet, because the technical
hurdles have been reduced to a minimum. People who hear about or
use wikis for the first time often experience a bit of culture shock.
“Anybody can come along and change my text!” is a popular reaction.
The opportunities and consequences of free cooperation in the
context of the typical work organization of our society inevitably
lead to irritation, because we assume that a contribution from
“others” will destroy our own work.
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Communication of Complex Information: User Goals and Information Needs for Dynamic Web InformationLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
Technical communicators and information designers are increasingly being called upon to address information needs which go beyond providing step-by-step instructions and involve assistance in addressing open-ended situations and problems. Situationsand problems that can only be addressed by providing information specific to a situation and...
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Microsoft Dynamics GP 2010 ReportingPackt Publishing, 2011

	Microsoft Dynamics GP 2010 is a sophisticated Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system with a multitude of features and options. Microsoft Dynamics GP enables you to create and manage a variety of reports that help small and mid-size businesses effectively manage their financial and operational data.


	This book will show you how to...
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Artificial Intelligence and Symbolic Computation: 7th International Conference, AISC 2004, Linz, Austria, September 22-24, 2004.Springer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Symbolic Computation, AISC 2004, held in Linz, Austria in September 2004.
The 17 revised full papers and 4 revised short papers presented together with 4 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the book....
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Engineering and Social Justice (Synthesis Lectures on Engineers, Technology and Society)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2008
In recent years, some leaders in the engineering community in the United States and other countries have been seeking to cast engineering as a profession in service to humanity. This characterization is often propelled by “the problem” of an overall dearth of students entering engineering and a specific concern about underrepresentation...
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Antimicrobials in Livestock 1: Regulation, Science, Practice: A European PerspectiveSpringer, 2020

	
		
			This first volume in a two-volume work enhances readers’ understanding of antimicrobial resistance mechanisms in selected bacterial species that cause diseases in major food producing animals. It provides an overview of the current legislation and policies seeking to regulate the authorisation, manufacturing,...
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Emergency Psychiatry (Cambridge Medicine)Cambridge University Press, 2013

	Many healthcare providers based in primary care, emergency care or other acute care environments encounter patients with psychiatric problems. These presentations can be difficult to manage and often pose significant challenges. A better understanding of most common psychiatric problems can greatly aid both providers and patients. Emergency...
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